
Time for
a Change
Powder Room Inspirations



On the cover: Lacava “Trevi” toilet with Sigma01 flush plate in polished chrome.
This page: Flaminia “Mini Link” toilet with Sigma50 flush plate in jet black.



More Space in Small Bathrooms

Renovating a powder room is a special challenge. 
How do you make such a small space comfortable 
and practical, while at the same time expressing your 
personal sense of style?

Within these pages you will discover the benefits of 
installing the Geberit System in small bathrooms: space 
savings, improved hygiene, water savings, and reliability. 
Above all, the system gives you design flexibility you 
never thought achievable in small spaces.

The Geberit Difference
The Geberit Concealed Tank and Carrier System lets you 
hide unsightly plumbing hardware, bringing out the true 
beauty of your bathroom design. Even in the smallest 
room in your house, the Geberit System combines beauty 
with practicality, elegance with cleanliness.

For over 50 years, Geberit has designed and 
manufactured concealed mounting frames for wall-hung 
toilets and sinks. The sophisticated Geberit System 
makes installation quick and easy and maintenance 
practically nonexistent.

Consider this brochure a starting place, a means to spark 
your own creativity. Because once you’ve decided to 
install the Geberit System, your possibilities are endless.
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Choose the Solution that Fits
The Geberit Concealed Tank and Carrier 
System adapts perfectly to any bath-
room, no matter how small. The standard 
carrier frame fits inside a typical 2✕4 
wall. For installation under a window, or 
to create a ledge for storage and display, 
choose our low-height carrier frame. 
Greater design flexibility expands your 
options, no matter how much space is 
at your disposal. Even if it’s tucked in an 
awkward corner or under the stairs, your 
new bathroom will gain usable space with 
the toilet mounted on the wall and the 
tank hidden away.

The real beauty of a wall-hung toilet or 
sink is the clean, simple line it creates. 
Once the system is installed, the only vis-
ible element will be the stylish flush plate, 
available in different styles, flush options, 
colors, and finishes to complement your 
décor. A customizable plate even offers 
you the freedom to create your own 
design – simply inlay the material of 
your choice.

Looks Good and Sounds Even Better
Pleasing to the eye, the Geberit System 
is also easy on the ear. The Geberit 
filling valve operates quietly and reliably 
through thousands of activations. With 
more than 60 million units produced, it’s 
without doubt the valve of choice for 
homeowners worldwide. All the other 
parts of the concealed tank and carrier 
have been specially engineered to give 
you the quietest operation possible. We 
even modified the original design of the 
filling valve and water inlet to reduce 
unwanted noise.

A Geberit Concealed Tank and Carrier 
System offers clean lines, clear space, 
and elegant beauty throughout your 
bathroom.

More Space Means a 
More Inviting Bathroom
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Additional clear space in the guest 
bathroom isn’t just a matter of aes-
thetics. Bathrooms designed with easy 
access  in mind are safer for everyone, 
especially children and elderly family 
members. Removing the toilet from the 
floor eliminates an obstacle that inter-
rupts the flow of movement through a 
room. Installing the toilet seat at a pre-
determined height allows you to make 
the bathroom safe and accessible for 
family members with special needs. 
Flush actuators operate with a simple 
push and do not require grasping 
or turning.
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Duravit “Vero” toilet with Sigma20 flush plate in black.
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If you’re looking for the ultimate in 
cleanliness and germ resistance, 
here’s a tip: add a wall-hung toilet 
with an easy-clean coating. Many 
manufacturers offer this option.  
The special coating on these fix-
tures makes water bead and roll off 
the surface, carrying dirt, grease, 
and soap with it and inhibiting the 
build-up of lime scale.

Villeroy & Boch “Hommage” toilet with Sigma20 flush plate in white/polished chrome/white.
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A Clean Bathroom 
Has Never Been Easier

A Cleaner Space in Less Time
Cleaning your powder room or half-bath 
– and keeping it clean – is simple and 
satisfying when you install the Geberit 
Concealed Tank and Carrier System. 
Unlike a floor-mounted toilet, a wall-
mounted toilet is free of seams and tight 
spots where unhealthy dirt, dust, and 
germs can hide.

The Geberit System allows you to 
sweep and mop the entire bathroom 
floor, without forcing you to crawl on 
hands and knees to reach behind the 
ceramic fixtures. Wiping down the only 
visible elements of the system, the wall-
mounted toilet and flush plate, is easy 
and hassle-free. A bathroom that’s easy 
to clean gets cleaned more often and 
more thoroughly for a healthier,  
happier family.

before renovation



A Simple Touch of Style
The only visible element of the Geberit 
System is the stylish flush plate.  Geberit 
flush plates are available in a range of 
styles to match any bathroom design, 
including a plate that accepts a custom 
inlay. Whether you want a flush plate that 
blends seamlessly with its surroundings 
or one that makes a bold statement, 
you’ll find the perfect option. 

Real Water Savings with Every Flush
Every time you flush a standard toilet, 
you use the same amount of water, 
whether you are disposing of solid waste 
or only liquid. The Geberit System lets 
you choose between a standard flush 
(1.6 GPF/6 LPF) for solids and a low-
volume flush (0.8 GPF/3 LPF) for liquids. 
A typical family can reduce water con-
sumption by thousands of gallons per 
year, saving money and paying back the 
cost of the system over the course of 
its lifetime.

What makes these dramatic savings 
possible? Geberit dual-flush plates are 
fitted with two buttons that are visually 
cued to indicate flush volume: big button 
for standard flush, small button for low-
volume flush. Choosing the right button 
is intuitive and language-independent. 
The plates are connected to our 
ingenious dual-flush valve that delivers 
a precisely metered amount of water, 
consistently, reliably, and quietly.

Use Only As Much 
Water As You Need
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Duravit “Starck 3” toilet with Sigma50 flush plate in smoked glass.
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Duravit “Happy D.2” toilet with Omega30 flush plate in black/polished chrome/black.



Beautiful, Yes, 
But Built to Last

Superior Technology, Built to Last
The Geberit Concealed Tank and Carrier 
System doesn’t just make your bathroom 
beautiful and easy to clean. Compared 
to a traditional toilet, you will spend far 
less time maintaining the tank-and-valve 
mechanism to keep it operating reliably. 
All the parts in the waterway are high-
grade plastic; there are no metal rods, 
bolts, or chains to corrode, no rubber 
parts to degrade and cause leaks 
or failures.

With the Geberit System, you’ll never 
need to worry about leaks. The Geberit 
tank is one-piece, blow-molded plastic. 
There are no seams or weak points 
where cracks can form and permit water 
to escape. Every tank that leaves our fac-
tory is individually tested to ensure that 
it is 100% watertight. The tank is also 
wrapped in an insulating cover to prevent 
condensation.

Strong, Durable, and Adaptable
A wall-mounted toilet may seem to be 
floating magically in space, but behind 
the magic you’ll find the heart of the 
Geberit System: a rugged, welded steel 
frame. Once installed, a Geberit Con-
cealed Tank and Carrier will support 
up to 880 lbs. (400 kilos). The frame 
is adjustable, allowing you to set the 
toilet seat height from 15 to 19 inches. 
Standard plumbing connections and 
flexible mounting options are built in, so 
any competent plumber can install the 
Geberit System quickly and easily.
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Hassle-Free Operation,
Easy Maintenance
Once installed, the Geberit System 
almost never requires maintenance. All 
the components of the system will give 
trouble-free operation for the life of the 
bathroom. In the rare event you should 
need to replace a part, the entire flush 
mechanism is accessible and replace-
able – without the use of tools – through 
the flush panel. The panel itself is made 
from durable material and responds to a 
simple push. It won’t stick or bind. Gone 
are the days of “jiggling the handle” to 
stop the toilet from running.

The Geberit System is not an optical 
illusion – it’s simply beauty and strength 
in one.
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Now that you have seen the possibili-
ties, we invite you to experience the 
advantages of the Geberit Concealed 
Tank and Carrier System in your own 
bathrooms. Even in the smallest 
spaces, Geberit brings you design 
freedom, space savings, and a host of 
other benefits.

It’s time to stop ignoring the humble 
powder room. It’s time for a change.

Are You Ready for 
the Geberit Difference?

Easy to clean
With no obstacles 
on the floor, no tank 
to clean, and no 
exposed pipework, 
a wall-hung toilet 
makes cleaning 
easy.

Saves Space
The Geberit 
System takes up 
less space than a 
conventional toilet, 
and the concealed 
installation offers 
flexibility in small 
spaces.

Strong and 
Durable
The wall-hung toilet 
bolts simply and 
securely to the 
mounting frame. 
This sturdy system 
holds up to 880 lbs.

Saves Water
Geberit dual-flush 
saves water – a 
cost-effective 
solution for the 
home and a more 
sustainable concept 
for the environment.

Easy to Maintain
The Geberit one-
piece tank is guar-
anteed not to leak.
The stylish flush 
plate offers easy 
access to all internal 
components.
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Duravit “Starck 3” toilet with Bolero flush plate in polished chrome.
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Improve Your Powder Room 
in a Few Simple Steps

Remove the old toilet and tank.

Install the tank and carrier.

Open the wall and floor.

Install the wallboard and wall finishes.

Route the drain and supply; 
prepare the wall studs.

Mount the flush plate and 
wall-hung toilet.
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The Geberit System 
Makes It All Possible

1

Acoustically insulated fill and flush 
valves are inside this compartment, 
accessible through an easily 
removable flush plate.

2

The concealed tank is insulated to 
prevent condensation and further 
reduce noise.

3

Every concealed carrier comes with 
industry-standard plumbing for hassle-
free connection.

4

Built-in mounting points at standard 
offsets fit a wide range of wall-hung 
toilets.

5

A high-grade welded steel frame 
supports up to 880 lbs.

6

Friction feet make the frame height 
fully adjustable from 15 to 19 inches to 
accommodate user needs or personal 
preferences.
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* Select toilets, vanities, and faucets in this brochure courtesy of Lacava LLC, Chicago, IL. More information at lacava.com.
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